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Customised Furniture Solutions for

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

BEDROOMS

BEDROOM STUDIOS

KITCHEN LOUNGES

COMMUNAL AREAS

Whether your student accommodation project is a modest room layout, a full
refurbishment or a major development, the quality and consistency of the furniture you
specify needs to maximise the space available and create the right impression.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
Design Process

1

CUSTOMER BRIEF

However clear and simple a brief appears to
be, we will always talk it through with the
client first to ensure that our understanding of
every word is the same as yours.
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MATERIALS & FINISHES

After a room layout has been selected, we create
colour palettes for furniture and accessories,
supported by mood boards which are fully aligned
to the latest interior design trends and influences.
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PILOT ROOM

The vision becomes reality as we produce and
build a complete room to ensure you are fully
happy with the room layout and furniture
design before final sign off on the project.
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We offer the complete project management service, from space planning to
design, delivery and installation, because we have the expertise, resources
and quality-assured furniture products to meet your every need.

SITE SURVEY

If you don’t already have your rooms designed,
our team can conduct a site survey to inspect
and measure the room dimensions and gather all
essential information required for the project.
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3D VISUALS

By creating 3D computer visuals based on the
concepts and chosen colour schemes, you can
start to visualise the room layout to get a clear
indication of how the space can be best utilised.
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MANUFACTURING

Our UK manufacturing capabilities mean that you
can be certain to avoid the extended lead times or
delivery date delays associated with suppliers that
outsource production.
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OPTIONS & CONCEPTS

Our experienced team of furniture designers
create a scaled plan of the space and produce
multiple comprehensive and complete room
layout proposals based on client requirements.
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QUOTE & SPECIFICATION

Your requirements and budget are carefully
considered in each project and design element
so there is total clarity, transparency and
accuracy when tendering every project.

9

INSTALLATION

We co-ordinate and plan delivery of all
furniture on-site, to be installed by our fully
trained and experienced installation team at a
date that is suitable for you.

The ability to understand, define and transform our clients ideas and objectives mean we can deliver a more
professional and accurate project, now and in the future.

